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Through the use of orthophotomaps from 1938 and 1952, this paper examines the develop-
ment of horizontal channels of selected rivers in mountain areas of the Bohemian Massif. 
Two study sites in northern and southern part of Bohemian Massif were analysed in order 
to evaluate changes in river channels under similar natural conditions. Developments on the 
Upper Jizera River and its tributary, the Jizerka River, were investigated for the time period 
of 1938–2012. The Upper Vltava (Moldau) river, along with its tributaries, was studied in 
regards to developments taking place over the period of 1952–2012. Historical orthophoto-
maps were georeferenced and river banks were subsequently determined through the use of 
ArcGIS software. Both sites are situated in wide valleys with a low gradient, representing 
an exceptional relief in generally mountainous regions. Channel changes are documented via 
fluvial lakes, paleomeander remnants and meander cut-offs. Together with high precipitation 
rates in both basins, periods of extreme floodings seem to have a significant influence on 
channel development and transformation. Lateral erosion is somewhat less intense when 
compared to other rivers in similar natural environments across Central E urope. The esti-
mated maximum lateral erosion in the Upper Jizera River basin is 0.5 m.year−1,   whereas in 
the Vltava River basin, the lateral erosion reaches up to 1.1 m.year−1.
KEY WORDS: horizontal channel change – fluvial processes – the Jizera River – the Vltava 
River.

1. Introduction

Active meandering rivers belong to the most dynamic parts of the relief. The 
mechanisms, timescale and variability of the channel change have been studied 
intensively in the last decades. However, these segments of fluvial system still 
remain to be fully understood. Studying historical channel changes represents 
an important basis for predicting ongoing fluvial processes and provides the 
key to understanding the evolution of the relief. Channel change research is not 
applicable only in fluvial geomorphology. It is also useful in terms of habitat 
management and impact on anthropogenic activities (Hooke 2007). The analy-
sis and assessment of river channel change has been successively developed 
especially with GIS tools since the last decade of the 20th century. In addition, 
GIS tools provide better possibilities to quantify errors, which affect the preci-
sion of analytical results (Gurnell, Downward, Jones 1994). The introduction 
to GIS possibilities for assessing channel change was published by Gurnell, 
Downward, Jones (1994) and Gurnell (1997). Many studies were concerned with 
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channel changes in prevailing natural conditions (e.g. Hooke 1995; Warburton, 
Danks, Wishart 2002; Hooke 2007; Wolfert, Maas 2007) or with fluvial systems 
undergoing a significant anthropogenic activity (e.g. Surian, Rinaldi 2003; 
Pišút 2006; Li, Lu, Chen 2007). Some investigations focused on the configura-
tion of flow processes and changes in bars (e.g. Luchi et al. 2010; Frothingham, 
Rhoads 2003). Other investigations proposed hydrodynamic models simulating 
the development of river meanders (e.g. Duan, Julien 2010; Dulal, Shimizu 
2010). Considerable number of studies is concerned with the impact of floods 
on channel change (e.g. Lehotský, Novotný, Szmanda 2010; Fuller 2008). The 
effect of large woody debris and riparian vegetation on channel morphology 
was examined (e.g. Kail 2003; Brooks, Brierley, Millar 2003; Andreoli, Comiti, 
Lenzi 2007) as well as the effect of thermoabrasion (e.g. McEwen, Matthews 
1998; Kasprzak, Traczyk 2011).

The influence of the floods as the crucial factors on the stability of the river 
banks and the consequent channel change is widely discussed in literature. 
The important question is concerned with frequency and magnitude at which 
the flood begins to erode the river banks effectively. Wolman and Miler (1960) 
suggest that largest amount of erosional activity is provided by discharge occur-
ring once or twice in two years. Thus, large percentage of erosion is performed 
by relatively frequent flood events with rather low magnitudes. Consequently, 
low frequency of high magnitude floods causes relatively insignificant amount 
of eroded sediment within a long period (e.g. Scott, Gravlee 1968). However, 
the mentioned relation is complex as the channel forming discharge evidently 
depends on bank cohesiveness (e.g. Thorne 1991) and the geological, geomor-
phological, pedological and vegetational settings of particular basin (e.g. Magil-
ligan 1992). This task is thus still really difficult to describe in general terms.

In Czechia, there are not many publications investigating horizontal changes 
of river channels. A comprehensive geographical analysis of historical maps and 
orthophotographs together with terrain mapping were usual methods in each 
study. The channel changes were studied on the Sviňovický potok Brook after 
its revitalisation (Kliment et al. 2008). For the analysis of fluvial dynamics were 
in addition used aerial photographs taken from a low-flying model aeroplane 
and a helicopter. River cross sections were obtained from the total station. An-
thropogenically induced river network shortening was examined in the Otava 
River basin over the last 150 years (Langhammer, Vajskebr 2007; Langhammer, 
Vilímek 2008). Langhammer and Matoušková (2006) investigated anthropo-
genic modifications of river network in the Blanice River basin. Kasprzak and 
Traczyk (2011) studied channel changes on the Upper Jizera River and the 
Jagnięcy potok Brook, Poland, for period of 1953–2007. The authors attempted 
to retrieve the impact of extreme flood episodes and thermoabrasion on fluvial 
dynamics. Several Master theses concerning channel changes have been pub-
lished as well. Oprchal (2009) investigated the Svratka River channel change, 
Skalická (2008) studied the Tichá Orlice River and Trnčák (2012) examined 
the channel development on the Morávka River.

The channel change studies are limited due to the period for which the aerial 
photographs are available. In former Czechoslovakia, the first aerial photo-
graphs with high accuracy appeared in 1936–1938, provided by the Czechoslo-
vak army (Pavelková Chmelová, Netopil 2007). State-wide aerial imaging was 
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interrupted during the World War II and then re-established again in 1946. 
The second period of state-wide imaging was taking place during 1952–1957. 
Thus, the recent changes occurring over the last few decades can be observed.

The main aim of this paper is to examine the evidence of the horizontal chan-
nel changes on the Upper Jizera and Upper Vltava Rivers and their tributaries 
which occurred over a medium-term period of 60 and 74 years respectively, 
based on the analysis of the information from the sets of aerial photographs in 
GIS environment. The selected rivers meander in environments insignificantly 
influenced by anthropogenic factors and thus represent the recent natural de-
velopment of fluvial systems within Central Europe. It is supposed, that for the 
 Upper Jizera River basin will lateral erosion reach the rates around 0.5 m.year–1, 
as presented in Kasprzak and Traczyk (2011). For the Upper Vltava River basin 
the lateral erosion rates will be characterised by analogous rates.

2. Study Sites

The two selected sites are located in the mountain relief; nevertheless, geo-
morphological conditions of the Upper Jizera and Upper Vltava River with wide 
low gradient valleys are rather exceptional in mountain regions. The selected 
rivers are characterised by prevailing meanders or bends with dominant lateral 
erosion. Slip-off slopes with point bars and river-cut cliffs with bank scours 
are significant in the meandering river reaches. The channel cross section is 
generally distinguished by an asymmetry. As a result of lateral migration of 
the meanders, fluvial lakes are developed in selected basins. On the other hand, 
some reaches are rather influenced by the river incision and straight direction 
(parts of reaches Jizera 3, 4, Jizerka 3 and Vltava, see Fig. 1 and 2). Moreover, 
both the basins have undergone insignificant changes led by anthropogenic 
processes.

2 . 1 .  T h e  U p p e r  J i z e r a  R i v e r  b a s i n

The Upper Jizera River and its right tributary, the Jizerka River, are 
situated on a summit plateau of the Jizerské hory Mts. in northern Bohemia 
(Fig. 1). This basin belongs to the western part of the Sudetes mountain system. 
Altogether, the river reaches approximately 22 km long were studied (14 km 
on the Jizera River, 8 km on the Jizerka River). The main part of the Upper 
Jizera River flows along the Czech-Polish border. The Jizera River source is 
situated at 1,058 m a.s.l. on the southern slope of Smrk Mountain (1,124 m; 
Pilous 2008), the drainage area before the junction of the Jizerka River is 
46.8 km2. Unfortunately, the discharge characteristics are not monitored on 
the Upper Jizera River. The nearest hydrological profile is located in Jablonec 
nad Jizerou, characterised by the annual discharge of 5.70 m3.s–1 (ČHMÚ 2014). 
The Jizerka River originates at 900 m a.  s.l. on the southern slope of Český 
vrch Hill and the drainage area aggregates 13.3 km2 (Tesař, Paczos 2009) and 
annual discharge amounts to 0.4 m3.s–1 (MŽP ČR 2010). The river gradients 
are 20.6‰ for the Jizera River to the Jizerka River junction and 19‰ for the 
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Jizerka River. The river reaches were investigated within the altitude inter-
val of 935–729 m a.s.l. The selected basin appertains to cold climatic regions 
CH4 and CH6 according to Quitt’s classification (1971) with the mean annual 
air temperature between 4 and 5 °C (Tolasz et al. 2007). The mean annual 
precipitation exceeds 1,200 mm, with the highest values recorded in Jizerka 
village (Bubeníčková, Kulasová 2009; Tolasz et al. 2007). However, a regional 
distribution of precipitation strongly depends on microclimatic characteristics 
of the individual drainage area and its exposition towards precipitation.

The floodplain mostly consists of unconsolidated fluvial and organic sedi-
ments, lying on Palaeozoic granite bedrock (Chaloupský 1988, 1989). A large 
peat bog area stretching along the cited reaches is protected under National 
Nature Reserve Rašeliniště Jizery a Jizerky peat bogs. Moreover, this locality 
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Fig. 1 – Study site in the Upper Jizera River basin. 1–4 – Jizera 1–4 reaches, 5–7 – Jizerka 
1–3 reaches. Data for the Studená Vltava: after Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (2014), 
data for the Jizera River: Štekl et al. (2001), Vrabec et al. (2000), Daňhelka et al. (2006).
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was registered as the Horní Jizera Ramsar site (Vršovský 2013). On the mean-
dering reaches (numbers 3 and 6 in Figure 1), the riparian vegetation mostly 
consists of anthropogenically unaffected peat bogs or meadows eventually. The 
banks of the remaining reaches are covered by extensively used coniferous 
forest and meadows. The runoff regime variability is affected by windward 
effects in the Jizerské hory Mts. causing significant channel forming discharges 
especially during summer. The less considerable flood period occurs during 
thawing of large snow amounts in winter or spring (Povodí Labe 2009). The 
evidence of the predominating summer floods of higher magnitude for the 
period of 1938–2012 is shown in Table 1. The most significant floods were 
reported in August 1977, 1978 and August 2002. In 1978, 186 mm of diurnal 
precipitation occurred in Jizerka village. In 2002, total precipitation amount 
exceeded 280 mm in one day in the same locality (Bubeníčková, Kulasová 
2009).

2 . 2 .  T h e  U p p e r  V l t a v a  R i v e r  b a s i n

The study site is situated in the eastern part of the Šumava Mountains, 
the south-western part of the Bohemian Massif (Fig. 2). Total length of the 
examined river reaches amounts to approximately 30 km. The Studená Vltava 
River originates at the junction of the Goldgrubenbach Brook and the Rothbach 
Brook, Germany. The total length of the Studená Vltava River is 24 km, the 
mean discharge at the junction with the Teplá Vltava River 2.2 m3.s–1 and the 
drainage area is 120.2 km2 (Povodí Vltavy 2009). The Teplá Vltava River has 
its main source at 1,172 m a.s.l. and represents the main source for the Vltava 
River. The river length is 54.9 km, the drainage area 347.0 km2 and the mean 
discharge at the junction is 5.9 m3.s–1 (Povodí Vltavy 2009). At the junction of 
the Studená and the Teplá Vltava Rivers, the Vltava River originates at 731 m 
a.s.l. in the peat bog locality Mrtvý luh. After reaching the Lipno Dam, the 
Vltava River discharges 8.7 m3.s–1 and the drainage area amounts to 515.1 km2 

(Povodí Vltavy 2009). A left tributary of the Teplá Vltava River, the Volarský 
potok Brook, was studied as well. This brook springs at 900 m a.s.l. and its 
length reaches 10.5 km and drainage area 33.1 km2 (Vlček et al. 1984). The 

Tab. 1 – List of the floods with minimum 5-year recurrence on the Upper Jizera River (in 
Jablonec nad Jizerou) and the Studená Vltava River (in Černý Kříž)

The Studená Vltava River The Jizera River

24 December 1967 30 December 2002 25 August 19381

20 November 1971 3 January 2003 29 May 19411

29 December 1974 13 January 2004 14 August 19481

21 December 1993 28 May 2006 1 August 19771

1 November 1998 1 March 2007 8 August 19781

23 March 2001 7 December 2007 18–19 July 19971

21 March 2002 1 March 2008 10 March 20002

12 August 2002 18 April 2009 7 August 20063

1 Štekl et al. (2001), 2 Vrabec, Elleder, Kessl (2000), 3 Daňhelka et al. (2006)
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study basin of the Upper Vltava River belongs to the cold climatic region CH7, 
marginally to the mild region MT3 (Quitt 1971). The mean annual air tempe-
ratures vary between 4 and 5 °C and the mean annual precipitation exceeds 
700 mm. In the headwaters source area, the precipitation amount reaches up 
to 1,400 mm (Tolasz et al. 2007).

Most of the examined floodplain area consists of floodplain sediments and 
quaternary peat. The bedrock is built of Palaeozoic granite and granodiorite 
and Palaeozoic to Proterozoic migmatite (Pelc 1996). The Upper Vltava River 
valley is entirely preserved as National Monument Vltavský luh Floodplain and 
is registered as the Ramsar site Šumavské rašeliniště peat bog. In addition, 
the protection of the Upper Vltava River and its headwaters is guaranteed by 
Ramsar convention and by the designation of Nature Monument Vltavský luh 
Floodplain. The riparian vegetation consists predominantly of peat bogs and 
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Fig. 2 – Study site in the Upper Vltava River basin. 1 and 2 – Teplá Vltava 1 and 2, 3 – Vo-
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meadows with an insignificant anthropogenic impact. The river banks of the 
Vltava reach (number 4 in Figure 2) are also to a limited extend covered by 
the coniferous forest. This reach was affected by channel alterations (Sádlo, 
Bufková 2002).

The runoff regime significantly differs from the regime in the Upper Jizera 
River basin as shown in Table 1. The variability of runoff regime in the studied 
area is predominantly influenced by thawing periods during winter or early 
spring; the less significant peak of runoff occurs during summer (Povodí Vltavy 
2009). Floods in August 2002 and March 2002 and 2008 are reported as the 
most significant events in this basin. Diurnal precipitation amount exceeded 
100 mm in 2002 (Sandev, Květoň, Jovanovič 2003).

3. Material and methods

Although historical maps from the 19th century can provide valuable informa-
tion about the natural status of landscape in past time periods (e.g. Hooke, 
Redmond 1989), they were not used in order to study channel changes. The 
main reason for this decision is low accuracy characterised by root mean square 
reaching up to 50 m in some parts of Czechia (Zimova, Pešťak, Veverka 2006), 
long-term map creation and the style of cartographic presentation. For the 
Upper Jizera River basin, six orthophotomaps from 1938 were used. For Upper 
Vltava River, three orthophotomaps from 1952 were obtained. Since the col-
lecting of orthophotomaps for national purposes usually occupies several years 
and the process of the data assembly was interrupted in 1938, the orthopho-
tomaps for the Vltava River basin were available only after the World War II. 
However, the measured lateral erosion rate is expressed in units independent 
of the selected time period. These monochromatic aerial photographs were 
scanned to TIFF format at resolution of 1,800 DPI; one pixel is an equivalent 
to 22 cm (Military Geography and Hydrometeorology Office 2012). The aerial 
photographs obtained in 1938 were taken in approximate scale of 1:15,700, 
whereas those taken in 1952 had an approximate scale of 1:23,000 (Military 
Geography, Hydrometeorology Office 2012).

The historical aerial photographs were referenced using suitable control 
points (i.e. buildings and crossroads) identified on the historical aerial photo-
graphs and on the orthophotomap of Czechia from 2012 (Czech Environmental 
Information Agency 2012). In order to obtain higher accuracy of transformation, 
control points were preferentially placed close to the studied channel (sensu 
Pišút 2006). Georeferencing of the orthophotomaps was thus only local, but 
sufficient enough for the purpose of this paper. Root mean square errors of the 
registered photographs for the horizontal direction are quite low, as shown in 
Table 2 and 3.

The river banks were subsequently delineated at the scale of 1:2,000 in 
ArcGIS 10 software by editing tools. Double line presentation of the edited 
data was changed to a river axis by ArcGIS tool Collapse Dual Lines To Cen-
terline. This river axis was created in order to make the measuring of the river 
reaches more accurate and to improve the data comparing in the required 
time periods. The selected rivers were divided into reaches in accordance to 
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sinuosity. Channel sinuosity is defined as the degree to which a river channel 
diverges from a straight line (Ebisemiju 1994). Although a variety of channel 
sinuosity indexes was suggested, it was determined in this paper as the ratio 
of the channel reach length (i.e. centreline) to the length of the shortest line 
connecting the end points. The comparison of the channel lengths between the 
orthophotographs was then made for each river reach. The maximum annual 
lateral erosion rates (m.year−1) were subsequently calculated for the Upper 
Vltava River basin (60-year period) and the Upper Jizera River basin (74-year 
period) for each river reach. The lateral erosion change (bank line movement) 
can be simply calculated by measuring the maximum (or mean) differences 
of the river bank lines (Hooke 1980). However, other techniques have been 
published as well. Sundberg (1956) measured the areas of lateral erosion and 
Brice (1973) delineated the vectors of movement of single points.

In some localities, accurate river bank mapping was constrained by dense 
vegetation. However, in comparison to historical topographic maps, aerial pho-
tographs commonly include much more accurate information about bank line 
course. In addition, the definition of river banks is more accurate in comparison 
to those for braided gravel bed rivers (Winterbottom 2000).

4. Results

4 . 1 .  H o r i z o n t a l  c h a n n e l  d e v e l o p m e n t
i n  t h e  U p p e r  J i z e r a  R i v e r  b a s i n

Since 1938, the Upper Jizera River and the Jizerka River have experienced 
changes varying in accordance to channel patterns, especially sinuosity. The 
examined rivers contain seven separate river courses. The Upper Jizera River 
was divided into four reaches based on sinuosity (Fig. 1): (1) source course 

Tab. 2 – Errors determined during georeferencing the orthophotomap from 1938

Orthophoto RMS (pix) RMS (m)

1 4.76 1.05
2 0.30 0.07
3 3.52 0.77
4 1.04 0.23
5 1.10 0.24
6 3.44 0.76
Mean 2.36 0.52

Tab. 3 – Errors determined during georeferencing the orthophotomap from 1952

Orthophoto RMS (pix) RMS (m)

1 3.60 0.79
2 0.65 0.14
3 0.43 0.10
Mean 1.56 0.34
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characterised mainly by river bends, (2) free meandering river course with the 
highest rate of sinuosity, (3) incising river reach with the lowest rate of sinuo-
sity, and (4) deeply incised course with sinuosity higher than in previous reach. 
The Jizerka River was separated into three reaches according to sinuosity 
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Fig. 3 – Locality with the most significant horizontal changes on the Upper Jizera River

Tab. 4 – Comparison of selected river reaches in the Upper Jizera River area basin between 
1938 and 2012

River course Length 
1938 (km)

Length 
2012 (km)

Change (%) Sinuosity 
1938

Sinuosity 
2012

Jizera 1 4.36 4.49 2.98 1.83 1.89
Jizera 2 4.03 4.36 8.19 2.00 2.17
Jizera 3 1.56 1.56 0.00 1.14 1.15
Jizera 4 3.82 3.87 1.31 1.34 1.37
Jizera 1–4 13.77 14.28 3.70 1.57 1.65
Jizerka 1 2.79 2.80 0.36 1.41 1.40
Jizerka 2 2.54 2.58 1.57 1.58 1.61
Jizerka 3 2.38 2.39 0.42 1.25 1.25
Jizerka 1–3 7.71 7.77 0.78 1.43 1.44
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(Fig. 1): (1) source course including bends only, (2) free meandering course with 
the highest rate of sinuosity, and (3) incised reach with a low rate of sinuosity.

As shown in Table 4, the length of the particular river courses has increased 
or, in one occurrence, has remained approximately constant. In addition, the 
noted increasing change in the river length is generally in relation to significant-
ly increasing sinuosity. The highest lateral channel change was on the Upper 
Jizera River (Jizera 3 reach, Fig. 3), reaching 38.3 m (Fig. 3 and Table 6). What 
is clearly visible is the disappearance of one river branch. On the Jizerka River, 
the maximum channel displacement reached 25.7 m in the Jizerka 2 reach 
(Fig. 4), where one cut-off of a small extent is developed. Thus, the maximal 
lateral erosion rate is 0.52 m.year−1 for the Upper Jizera River and 0.35 m.year−1 

for the Jizerka River (Table 6). It can be assumed that the lateral erosion pre-
dominates over the river incision on the reaches with the highest rates of the 
lateral erosion (Jizera 2, Jizerka 2, see Fig. 1 and Kasprzak, Traczyk 2011) 
an  d on the headwater reaches (Jizera 1 and Jizerka 1). On the contrary, river 
incision is characteristic of the reaches Jizera 3 and 4, which have the low rates 
of lateral erosion. The Jizerka 3 reach is dominated by river incision mainly due 
to the higher erosional efficiency of the Jizera River. The channel morphology 
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Fig. 4 – Locality with the most significant horizontal changes on the Jizerka River
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is characterized mainly by the crescent-shaped point bars occurring especially 
in the meandering course of the Upper Jizera River (the Jizera 2 reach). Mid-
-channel bars are not abundant. The Jizerka River course does not contain 
visible point bars or side bars. The extent of the largest point bar was 1,453 m2.

4 . 2 .  H o r i z o n t a l  c h a n n e l  d e v e l o p m e n t
i n  t h e  U p p e r  V l t a v a  R i v e r  b a s i n

Five river reaches in the Upper Vltava River basin were classified according 
to channel sinuosity (Fig. 2). Two reaches were determined for the Teplá Vltava 
River and one reach was determined for the Studená Vltava River, the Vltava 
River and the Volarský potok Brook.

Three river reaches elongated and two reaches shortened during the studied 
period (Table 5). The Studená Vltava reach experienced the most significant 
change in the length. However, the highest sinuosity was recorded in the Vo-
larský potok Brook reach. The highest absolute channel change of 67.4 m was 
identified in the lower part of the Studená Vltava reach (Table 6, Fig. 5). The 
lowest rate of channel change, 4.9 m, was on the Volarský potok Brook. The 
annual lateral erosion rate ranged from 0.08 m on the Volarský potok Brook to 
1.12 m on the Studená Vltava River. Locality on the Studená Vltava reach is the 
most significant example of river cut-off within both studied sites (Fig. 5). In 
the upper part of the Studená Vltava reach, there is a location with significant 
changes as well. What is especially significant is the double branching in com-
parison to the situation in 1952 (Fig. 6) as well as on the Teplá Vltava 1 reach 
(Fig. 7). The lateral erosion generally predominates over the river incision on 

Tab. 5 – Comparison of selected river reaches in the Upper Vltava River area basin between 
1952 and 2012

River course Length 
1952 (km)

Length 
2012 (km)

Change (%) Sinuosity 
1952

Sinuosity 
2012

Studená Vltava 5.72 6.14 7.29 1.78 1.90
Volarský potok 0.75 0.76 1.95 2.27 2.47
Teplá Vltava 1 13.19 13.44 1.97 1.84 1.88
Teplá Vltava 2 2.27 2.26 –0.25 1.58 1.58
Vltava 7.57 7.49 –1.06 1.55 1.54

Tab. 6 – Maximal horizontal channel change and maximum annual lateral erosion rate on 
studied reaches

River Maximal channel change (m) Maximal erosion rate (m.a−1)

Jizera 38.30 0.49
Jizerka 25.70 0.35
Teplá Vltava 19.90 0.33
Studená Vltava 67.40 1.12
Vltava 21.20 0.35
Volarský potok  4.90 0.08
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Fig. 5 – Locality with the most significant changes at the junction of the Studená and Teplá 
Vltava Rivers
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Fig. 6 – Locality with the most significant changes on the Studená Vltava River
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all the studied reaches. The river courses which have experienced shrinkage in 
the length have the lowest rate of sinuosity (see Table 5). The lowest sinuosity 
was measured on the Vltava River. Volarský potok Brook reaches the highest 
sinuosity of the studied river courses. There is a small number of visible bars 
in the Vltava River locality. Several significant point bars and mid-channel bars 
are developed in the Studená Vltava channel. The largest point bar covers the 
area of 405 m2. On the other river courses, there is almost no evidence about 
either point bars or mid-channel bars.

5. Discussion

The channel change investigation in the selected basins present similar 
results and have not shown any exceptional rates in comparison with other 
European rivers. Only the Volarský potok Brook has exceptionally low rates of 
the lateral erosion probably due to small fluvial dynamics within the examined 
reach. The more significant rates of the lateral erosion in the Studená Vltava 
reach may be caused by the higher number of the flood events in comparison 
with the Upper Jizera River basin. Thus, even the branching on the Studená 
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Vltava River originating during the studied period may be caused by higher fre-
quency of channel forming discharges. In addition, the frequency of minimally 
5-year recurrence floods has significantly increased during the last ten years 
in especially this locality (see Table 1). This tendency will supposedly further 
intensify the fluvial dynamics and the rates of lateral erosion. Nevertheless, the 
local geomorphological, geological and pedological settings and their variability 
may play a significant role as well.

Kasprzak and Traczyk (2011) presented an important channel change in-
vestigation from the Upper Jizera River and its tributaries in the period of 
1953–2007. The maximum channel displacement was assumed in the locality 
of the Jagnięcy potok Brook and the Upper Jizera River, reaching identically 
25 m. The measured values correspond to the annual lateral erosion rate of 
0.46 m. These results are thus comparable to the values presented in this paper. 
Unfortunately, the basin of the Jagnięcy potok Brook, where Kasprzak and 
Traczyk (2011) supposed the highest lateral erosion rate, was not covered by 
any orthophotomap from 1938. Similar values were determined on the upper 
Bóbr River and its tributaries, south-western Poland, located closely to the 
Upper Jizera River (Teisseyre 1990). Kasprzak and Traczyk (2011) assume 
that river bank stabilisation on the Upper Jizera River and the Jagnięcy potok 
Brook is influenced by well consolidated peat covering. The enhanced cohesion 
on river banks containing higher proportion of organic matter was observed 
also in older studies (e.g. Wolfert, Maas 2007). Thus, the lateral erosion rates 
reach rather insignificant values in the studied basins.

The average annual lateral erosion on the Tichá Orlice River, Czechia, was 
estimated to 0.12–2.49 m in the time period of 1850–2001 (Skalická 2008). The 
maximum rate of lateral in this basin amounts to 3.47 m.year−1 (Skalická 2008). 
The maximum channel displacement on the Morávka River was estimated to 
340 m in 1836–2009 and the lateral erosion rate thus reached 1.97 m.year−1 

(Trnčák 2012). However, the Morávka River course was significantly affected 
in the last two centuries by anthropogenic impacts, especially by channel strai-
ghtening and water reservoirs construction. Additionally, the channel changes 
of both the Tichá Orlice and the Morávka Rivers were assessed using the 
historical maps with generally low accuracy. Moreover, the above mentioned 
exceptional valley morphology may determine the rather low rates of lateral 
erosion.

The changes of the meandering Vecht River, the Netherlands, were studied 
within the pre-channelisation period (Wolfert, Maas 2007). The estimated 
mean lateral erosion rates amounted to 0.46 m.year−1 for the period of 
1720–1850 and 0.55 m.year−1 for the period of 1850–1890. The river banks 
in the examined locality have a higher content of organic matter and their 
lateral erosion was examined in period with low anthropogenic impact. Thus, 
the lateral erosion rates together with the pedological setting and the an-
thropogenic impact are comparable with the basins examined in this paper. 
In the Danube River drainage basin, the changes on the Hernád River, Hun-
gary, were examined. The rather higher rates of the average lateral erosion 
during the period of 1953–2002 (1.8–2.8 m.year−1) might have been caused 
by the enhanced human impact and the consequent increasing frequency of 
rapid floods (Kiss, Blanka 2012). On the British Isles, where rivers are often 
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located in similar geomorphologic conditions as the Upper Jizera and the 
Upper Vltava Rivers, the annual lateral erosion reaches higher rates. On the 
Dane River, north-west England, the average rates on the most active bends 
and meanders reach the values of 0.5–1.0 m.year−1 and the maximum lateral 
erosion rates reach up to 3 m.year−1 (Hooke 2007). During much shorter pe-
riods (1970–1988), the maximum lateral erosion rates on the Dane and the 
Bollin Rivers ranged from 1.25 to 2.19 m.year−1 (Hooke 1995). Nevertheless, 
significantly different vegetation cover on the British Isles must be taken 
into consideration when comparing the lateral erosion rates with those in 
Czechia. What is characteristic of the drainage areas on the British Isles 
is the insignificant forest coverage rate. This fact results in a higher rate of 
surface runoff and consequent extreme flood events which strongly influence 
the channel change.

Theoretically, it is assumed that a river reach maintains its length and sinu-
osity constant even if bends exhibit growth or cut-off (Hooke 1984). However, 
rivers as dynamic fluvial systems respond to a complex system of both natural 
and anthropogenic factors and usually exhibit distinct changes in length and 
sinuosity. The decrease in sinuosity is usually attributed to anthropogenic 
factors such as deforestation and urbanisation. In the Upper Jizera and the 
Upper Vltava River study sites, almost all the investigated river reaches in both 
the study sites enlarged the sinuosity during the studied periods. As shown 
in Table 4 and 5, the river reaches with the highest sinuosity exhibited both 
the largest prolongation and the maximum channel displacement. Within the 
examined basin, only two river reaches (Teplá Vltava 2 and Vltava) underwent 
shortening (see Table 5). The Vltava reach with the most distinctive shortening 
was presumably straightened during the 19th century (Fig. 8), as presented 
by Sádlo and Bufková (2002). Consequently, the incised river reach disabled 
further meandering development.

Fig. 8 – Meandering Teplá Vltava River and Vltava River: a) second half of the 18th century, 
b) second half of the 19th century, c) second half of the 20th century, d) recent condition (1999). 
Location with presumably anthropogenic impact is marked. After Sádlo, Bufková (2002).
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Anthropogenic factors were significantly reduced during the last 70 years, 
when the landscape in both the borderline basins was abandoned by human 
(Matyáš, Kučera 2004). However, forest degradation and deforestation in the 
Upper Jizera River basin during the 1970s and 1980s caused destabilisation 
of the river banks (Kasprzak, Traczyk 2011). Thus, the consequent enhanced 
amount of sediment supply might have even accelerated the river channel 
change (Warburton, Danks, Wishart 2002). It is assumed that several large flo-
od episodes occurring during the studied time period have crucially affected the 
channel change in both the study sites, when the lateral erosion is significantly 
enhanced (Kasprzak, Traczyk 2011; Sádlo, Bufková 2002). Moreover, thermo-
abrasion is another factor contributing to the modification of river channels. 
According to Teisseyre (1990), thermoabrasion is responsible for more than 
60% of bank displacement in the Sudeten mountains. This process is probably 
very effective in the Upper Jizera River basin due to the frequent thermal 
inversions that occur even during summer season (Sobik, Błaś 2010; Kasprzak, 
Traczyk 2011). In the Upper Vltava River basin with analogous geomorphologic 
and climatic (Bufková, Rydlo 2008) conditions, thermoabrasion is probably 
an important geomorphological factor of the river channel evolution as well. 
Moreover, Wolman (1959) suggested that the lateral erosion is more effective 
during winter months, when the wetter river banks are more susceptible to 
erosion. This factor may be crucial predominantly in the Upper Vltava River 
basin characterised by floods occurring predominantly in winter or early spring.

6. Conclusions

Both the selected basins, characterised by similar geomorphologic and 
microclimatic conditions, exhibit analogous rates of the maximum lateral ero-
sion, reaching prevailingly 0.3–0.5 m.year−1. Calculated lateral erosion rates 
correspond with observations from Kasprzak and Traczyk (2011) and validated 
the hypothesis stated by author. Nevertheless, especially some parts of the 
Studená Vltava River reached more than double rate of lateral erosion, as 
compared to other studied river reaches. This situation may be caused by the 
higher frequency of channel forming events in this area which occur predo-
minantly during winter and may thus enhance the erosional effect. The local 
variability of geological, geomorphological and pedological setting may play an 
important role as well. The river reaches with high rates of sinuosity underwent 
the most significant prolongation, whereas the length of the river reaches with 
low sinuosity stagnated or shortened. The analysis and quantification of the 
selected rivers through the use of the historical orthophotomaps identified 
generally insignificant changes in comparison to other rivers in Central Europe 
or on the British Isles. The generally small changes in the examined basins are 
presumably caused by high organic content in the river banks and insignificant 
anthropogenic impact in the examined areas. It must be emphasised that the 
aforesaid annual lateral erosion rates are just estimated as the channel-for-
ming discharges during several floods constitute the main contribution to the 
erosional processes and the process of lateral erosion is thus not continuous. 
Furthermore, the accuracy of georeferencing should be taken into account 
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during the assessing of the lateral erosion rates. A small anthropogenic impact 
in the studied basins is crucial for further investigation and understanding to 
fluvial systems within the area of Central Europe.
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S h r n u t í

HORIZONTÁLNÍ VÝVOJ KORYTA HORNÍ JIZERY A HORNÍ VLTAVY
V LETECH 1938–2012

Studie přináší doklady o aktivitě fluviálních procesů v oblasti horní Jizery a Vltavy a jejích 
přítoků. Vybrané toky představují v rámci střední Evropy geomorfologicky unikátní prostře-
dí, které nebylo člověkem po druhé světové válce zásadně ovlivněno. Za účelem posouzení 
fluviální činnosti v dotčených lokalitách byly porovnány letecké snímky z roku 1938 (horní 
Jizera) a z roku 1952 (horní Vltava) se stavem z roku 2012. Toky byly podrobeny zejména 
analýze změny délky a sinuosity. Byl také zjišťován maximální absolutní posun koryta a z něj 
vyplývající roční míra boční eroze. Na řece Jizeře a jejím levém přítoku, Jizerce, se v letech 
1938–2012 délka jednotlivých úseků prodloužila. Výjimkou je pouze úsek č. 3 na řece Jizeře, 
jehož délka zůstala téměř totožná. Na řece Jizeře došlo k největšímu posunu koryta na úseku 
č. 2, a to 38,3 m. Roční míra boční eroze ve studovaném období činila maximálně 0,49 m.rok–1. 
V tomto úseku je také patrný zánik jednoho ramene vodního toku. Na řece Jizerce bylo 
koryto posunuto maximálně o 25,7 m v úseku č. 2. Roční míra boční eroze v této lokalitě 
dosáhla 0,35 m.rok–1. V oblasti horní Vltavy došlo v periodě 1952–2012 k prodloužení tří 
úseků, zatímco dva úseky se zkrátily. Uvedené zkrácené úseky se pravděpodobně nachází 
v území, které bylo nejvíce ovlivněno antropogenními pochody, a dosáhly nejmenší míry si-
nuosity. Nejvýraznější posun koryta se projevil na Studené Vltavě (67,4 m), na Teplé Vltavě 
a Vltavě dosahoval značně nižších hodnot (19,9 a 21,2 m). Nejmenší změna v poloze koryta 
nastala na Volarském potoce (4,9 m). Roční maximální míra eroze se pohybovala v rozmezí 
0,08–1,12 m.rok–1. Na Teplé a Studené Vltavě jsou patrné dvě lokality, ve kterých došlo během 
studovaných 60 let k vzniku dalšího říčního ramene. Je pravděpodobné, že hlavním faktorem 
ovlivňujícím boční erozi jsou povodňové události, jejichž četnost se zejména v oblasti horní 
Vltavy zvyšuje. Navíc tuto oblast ovlivňují především zimní povodně, během nichž může být 
boční eroze v některých úsecích efektivnější. I přesto jsou roční hodnoty boční eroze v obou 
studovaných oblastech v rámci střední Evropy podprůměrné. Tato situace je pravděpodobně 
dána specifickou morfologií obou území, především nízkým sklonem toků, a vlastnostmi 
břehů, které jsou z velké části tvořeny organickým materiálem. Nízké hodnoty eroze mohou 
být také dány nízkým antropogenním tlakem. Tento článek zpřesňuje znalosti o fluviální 
aktivitě na vybraných tocích Česka.

Obr. 1 – Studovaná lokalita v oblasti povodí horní Jizery. 1–4 – úseky Jizera 1–4, 5–7 – úseky 
Jizerka 1–3 – Data pro Studenou Vltavu dle ČHMÚ (2014), data pro Jizeru: Štekl 
a kol. (2001), Vrabec a kol. (2000), Daňhelka a kol. (2006).

Obr. 2 – Oblast povodí horní Vltava. 1 a 2 – úseky Teplá Vltava 1 a 2, 3 – úsek Volarský potok, 
4 – úsek Vltava, 5 – úsek Studená Vltava.

Obr. 3 – Lokalita s největšími horizontálními změnami na toku horní Jizery.
Obr. 4 – Lokalita s největšími horizontálními změnami na toku Jizerky.
Obr. 5 – Lokalita s největšími horizontálními změnami na soutoku Studené a Teplé Vltavy.
Obr. 6 – Lokalita s největšími horizontálními změnami na Studené Vltavě.
Obr. 7 – Lokalita s největšími horizontálními změnami na Teplé Vltavě.
Obr. 8 – Meandrující Teplá Vltava a Vltava: a) druhá polovina 18. století, b) druhá polovina 

19. století, c) druhá polovina 20. století, d) současný stav (1999). Vyznačená je oblast 
s předpokládaným antropogenním vlivem. Podle Sádla, Bufkové (2002).
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